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HORTONWORKS CONNECTED DATA SUITE
Businesses today need speed and agility to understand all facets of their customers, run their
business, competitively grow and protect their assets. Hortonworks connected data suite
offers a complete solution capturing perishable insights from data in motion and rich,
historical insights from data at rest, necessary for modern data applications which require
both streaming and historical data.

HORTONWORKS DATAFLOW (HDF™)

HORTONWORKS DATA PLATFORM (HDP®)

DATA-IN-MOTION

DATA-AT-REST

HORTONWORKS DATAFLOW (HDF™)

HORTONWORKS DATA PLATFORM (HDP®)

HDF, powered by Apache™ NiFi, Kafka and Storm,

HDP is the industry’s only true secure, enterprise-ready open source Apache™

collects, curates, analyzes and delivers real-time

Hadoop® distribution based on a centralized architecture (YARN). HDP addresses

data from the IoAT to data stores both on-

the complete needs of data-at-rest, powers real-time customer applications and

premises and in the cloud.

delivers robust analytics that accelerate decision making and innovation.
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Connected data suite integrates and accelerates big data
deployments, and enables modern data applications such as:

MODERN DATA APPLICATIONS

• Real-Time Cyber Security—protects systems with superior
threat detection
• Smart Manufacturing—dramatically improves yields by
managing more variables in greater detail
• Connected, Autonomous Cars—drive themselves and improve
road safety
• Real-time Fraud Detection—Machine Learning at scale for
instantaneous fraud detection and notification
• Future Farming—optimizing soil, seeds and equipment to
measured conditions on each square foot
• Automatic Recommendation Engines—match products to
preferences in milliseconds
Hortonworks connected data suite is the only integrated big
data solution for both data in motion and data at rest. By
complementing the power of perishable insights against historical
data, enterprises are able to create a comprehensive view of
all the data necessary for real-time customer insight, business
operations, asset security predictive maintenance, competitive
advantage, 360 degree view of a customer and more.
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Learn more at www.hortonworks.com/info/connected-data-suite

About Hortonworks
Hortonworks is a leading innovator at creating, distributing and supporting enterprise-ready open data platforms. Our mission is to
manage the world’s data. We have a single-minded focus on driving innovation in open source communities such as Apache Hadoop, NiFi,
and Spark. Our open Connected Data Platforms power Modern Data Applications that deliver actionable intelligence from all data: datain-motion and data-at-rest. Along with our 1600+ partners, we provide the expertise, training and services that allows our customers to
unlock the transformational value of data across any line of business. We are Powering the Future of Data™.
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